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Mrs. Dalloway è il primo grande romanzo di Virginia Woolf, pubblicato nel 1925. Nell'arco di una sola
giornata i fili invisibili delle emozioni uniscono i due protagonisti: Clarissa Dalloway, ricca signora borghese
alle prese con i preparativi per la festa che darà quella sera e Septimus Warren Smith, sopravvissuto alla
"grande guerra", a passeggio con la moglie a Regent's Park in preda alle sue allucinazioni. I due non si
incontreranno mai, solo le strade di Londra, i medesimi luoghi che entrambi visitano sembrano unirli. I
lunghi soliloqui di Septimus e i continui discorsi interiori, frastagliati di ricordi, di Clarissa, si alternano,
rispecchiandosi e intrecciandosi; portano le informazioni della vicenda, reali e immaginate, e conducono il
racconto al suo culmine durante la festa di Mrs. Dalloway. Il romanzo, che ha ispirato il film con Vanessa
Redgrave, è letto per Alfaudiobook da Debora Zuin.
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From reader reviews:

James Ray:

This book untitled Mrs. Dalloway to be one of several books this best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the book
store or you can order it by using online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes you more
readily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason to you
personally to past this publication from your list.

Bill Underhill:

This Mrs. Dalloway is great book for you because the content and that is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it data
accurately using great manage word or we can state no rambling sentences included. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
tricky core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Mrs. Dalloway in your hand like obtaining
the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no publication that offer you world in ten
or fifteen small right but this book already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hi Mr. and Mrs. active do
you still doubt that?

Gerri Townsend:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you could
have it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This kind of Mrs. Dalloway can give you a lot of
buddies because by you looking at this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than some other make you to be
great persons. So , why hesitate? Let us have Mrs. Dalloway.

Rudy Hendren:

A lot of e-book has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is known as of
book Mrs. Dalloway. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it may add
your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about
publication. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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